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Ravi Dayal.Neko-bokko Neko-bokko, also called kōho-bokko (, "deer-chewing"), is a type of
food made from deer and other animals' horns, teeth, and bones. Overview Neko-bokko is
typically eaten as a dining delicacy in Japan, and is considered a symbol of prestige.
Traditional versions were often made from the bones or horns of reindeer, deer, and other
large mammals, and the blood of the animals were poured into the resulting soup. Neko-
bokko was originally offered to deities as a way to appease them, but came to be regarded
as a delicacy as its cost-effectiveness was highlighted. In the Meiji period, it was used as a
way to distinguish the rations of the middle-class. Preparation The front teeth, tongue, and
spines of deer, sheep, and oxen, as well as turtle, hawk, sea turtle, horse, and other valuable
organs are sometimes used. They are sometimes eaten raw, but more often cut and broken
into pieces and boiled, steamed, or otherwise cooked before consumption. Additionally, the
heads are sometimes removed before cooking. Bones, horns, tails, and other valuable
organs that are not eaten are often processed into antlers and bone into tools, weapons, and
art. The brain of a turtle is also used as a delicacy in some regions. Variations Neko-bokko is
also a dish of mixed ingredients, including shellfish, fish, and live octopus. In some versions,
however, neko-bokko is referred to specifically as a dish made only from deer horns, cow
horns, or elephant tusks. Prior to the opening of the now-defunct Tsukiji Honganji temple,
the peat-laden smoke of large temple inc
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